Go Beyond the Basics with
Customized Designs by Meyco™

From Olympic-sized water parks to modest back-yard pools,
Meyco’s custom covers protect any shape or size pool.
Visit meycocovers.com/custom to learn more

For more information call 800-446-3926, visit www.meycocovers.com or email sales@meycoproducts.com

Discover why Meyco™
outshines the competition
Bridging - Meyco’s
exclusive - and most
secure - bridging
application lets larger
covers separate
into smaller, more
manageable covers for
seasonal installations
and openings. Ideal for
large commercial pools
and water parks.

Setback Straps - Setback
straps provide additional
tension and stability in
areas where there is
limited decking available.

Rocks or Raised Walls Keep leaves and debris
from sneaking under
tiny gaps around raised
walls, curved edges and
extrusions with Meyco’s
patented, industryenvied PolyGuard wall
application.

Padded Abrasion Protection
- Strategically sewn into the
cover at key points, Meyco’s
padded anti-abrasion strips
protect your cover with
a 1” foam barrier between
the surface and cover,
providing extra protection
for both. Great for tiled walls
or extra rough coping.

Vanishing Edge Meyco’s Vanishing
Edge cover is designed
to fit snugly over
any negative edge
and attach securely
into the hardscape
without messy ropes,
waterbags or unsightly
plastic flaps.

Superflap - Integrated
directly into the main pool
cover, the Superflap spa
cover offers easy use of a
connected spa during the
cooler months with a onepiece install for the entire
poolscape that eliminates
undesired gapping without
impacting the main cover’s
tension and security.

Step Cut- Meyco’s
industry renowned
Step-Cut application is
the classiest way to go
up and over a raised
area with no pillows,
plastic or pads.

Logo Covers - Protect
your pool between swim
seasons and promote
your company colors at
the same time. Meyco’s
logo’d covers are the
ultimate branding
opportunity for corporate
and commercial pools.
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